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Insect Spray Information Sheet 
 

Before the premises can be sprayed you are required to: 
 

Inside House / Office 
      

 Cover or remove food & fruit from kitchen benches / tables 

 Cover or remove appliances ie toasters, kettle etc 

   Remove pets, birds, beds & feed bowls from the areas to be sprayed,  

   Cover or remove pet dishes  

   Cover fish tanks and turn air intake off 

   Cover or remove toothbrushes, towels & any other personal objects  
 

We check and cover any products that we consider need covering before  
we start spraying. 

          
It is the clients’ responsibility to ensure the safety of all livestock on the premises 
While All Care is taken, no liability accepted for damage to fittings, furniture, or painted surfaces.  
 

Outside House / Office / Barns etc.. 
 

 If you intend to wash the outside of the building we advise this is done before we spray, we do 
use a product that helps the longevity of the spray but some cleaning solutions will remove it. 

 Cobwebs can be left up and brushed off 2 weeks after spraying.  Our spray will penetrate light 
cobwebs and still be effective if left up. 
However if they have been there for a long time and are thick we advise these are removed 
prior to the spray.   

 Pets need to be out of the immediate area whilst spraying and for at least 2 hours . 

 Remove all outside pet feeding and water bowls. 
 

After spraying you will need to: 
 

 Not ENTER the premises for FOUR HOURS 

 Ventilate premises i.e. open windows, etc 

 Ensure all food preparation surfaces are washed with warm soapy water, if in doubt WASH IT .  
Certain based products will neutralize spray (ammonia, bleach, soapy water)  

 

Insect spray kills by contact.  Therefore it is normal for some flies & spiders etc, to still be seen.  They 
will die after landing or crawling on the sprayed surfaces. 
 

Insect problems are reduced if  

 Barbeques and general food areas are cleaned after use 

 Pet waste is picked up daily 

 Pet’s eating areas are kept clean 
 

Thanks for your business         Philip & Lisa    027 2327713 


